Plan Campaign

College May Ease Housing Regulations

Plans for a March of Dimes campaign in married housing are discussed by Mrs. Max Nelson, Mrs. Hilma Teur and Mrs. Lawrence Wilson.
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House Gives Ike OK On Formosa Policy
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Lull Comes In Chinese Civil War
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Nationalists May Plan Withdrawal

TAIPER, Formosa April 1 - A lull settled over the Chinese Nationalist defense ministry reported soundtrack attack July 15 on President Eisenhower of the United States, giving the nation a night of peace.
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10 Vacant Seats Must Be Filled

Student Congress Petitions Due Today
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Basic Tag Concert Campaign for Completeloe
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109-3 Vote To Fight

If Necessary
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President Calls It 'Remarkable Unity'

WASHINGTON--In a sweeping and extraordinary display of unity, the House voted Tuesday to empower President Eisenhower to use military force in support of Nationalist rule in Formosa.
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Others have been hit on the pimples and been seemed in the street.
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Other Friend... and Others...
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NEWS IN BRIEF
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French 100th Men, Watch Your Manners

\[\text{[Image description]}\]

Get your choice to observe the French 100th anniversary of the Fourth of July at night and at the last time in France on the Fourth of July.
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**Ripe for Repeal**

**Discrimination Bill Faces Test**

*A bill designed to lessen and eliminate discrimination*

That's the heading on a measure passed by Student Council at Michigan State University.

It was aimed at fraternity and sorority discrimination in hiring certain racial and religious groups from membership rolls.

As on all campus organizations and living units which have national and state sponsorships, this measure carried discriminatory clauses, which limit or prohibit membership because of race or religion, and the action should not be taken.

On Oct. 15, 1956, as a condition of recognition at Michigan State University, the measure was approved.

Later, the bill excluded religious groups from the rule's coverage.

A noble effort, this bill. It's a sincere measure to combat what should be the ultimate objective of every campus group—discrimination by race or religion.

But why was a compromise reached that Student Council members would have to turn down an explicit campus committee membership policy?

One explanation is that if Student Council members would have to approve the drastic measure, they would have faced another problem by passing a piece of legislation in Student Congress.

But when the bill was dropped, the deadline, Oct. 15, 1956, seemed a long way off. It was more than five and a half years ago.

Right now, that date is less than 20 months away.

Bill Hood, student government president, is worried about the bill. He's wondering what's going to happen in October 1958 when a future student government finds this bill on the record and discovers that it's impossible to enforce.

As a warning example, that in 1961 Student Congress were they overlooked a few things.

In the first place, and of tremendous importance, is the fact that the student government has no power to deny recognition to fraternities and sororities at MSU. The only groups that make decisions are those which have been granted charters.

Only groups which are empowered to grant or deny MSU recognition to a fraternity or sorority is that group which has the task of running the school's administration.

Thus, the 1961 Student Congress was running up a blind alley as it fraught aspirations for fraternity and sorority recognition.

There are other sections in the 1961 bill that needed year-round enforcement by the student government, but they were dropped as well.

Like this one:

*"All fraternal and living units which are members of a national organization whose constitutions and bylaws include clauses which are required to present a motion on the floor at their respective institution to consider, asking for the removal of such clauses, support and vote positively for such removal."*

Furthermore, the bill provided that such campus groups were to be granted recognition if the president of the first year's class or the president of the first year's class was present at the start of the school year to report on the action taken at the last regional or national convention.

Failure to do this would result in denial of MSU recognition "until such clauses are removed."

This bill has never been enforced by the student government.

Neither has the one say no new organization will be allowed to operate on campus with a discriminatory clause.

Fraternities and sororities have started at MSU since the bill was passed.

They have been required to present a motion on the floor at their respective conventions to consider and, asking for the removal of such clauses, support and vote positively for such removal.

For the bill to be effective, the president of the national chapter must have signed a petition supporting the action to be taken at the next regional or national convention.

As for the Oct. 15, 1956, deadline, there is some leeway given for the bill to pass.

If a group still has a discriminatory clause on that date, it may be "auspice" by showing a letter from the group that they have given the reason that the national chapter has complied with the bill in attempting to remove discriminatory clauses.

Student governments were forced to take the Greek's word for it that they had opposed continued discrimination clauses at conventions.

The biggest problem remains, however, that student government does not have the power to enforce the bill when the deadline passes.

The only alternative, as we see it, is for Student Congress to repeal it in its entirety in the next few months.

Thus, killing the bill will be a serious effort to meet the last remnants of discrimination from a college campus and to make the campus, just like MSU. Is a big problem. What's the answer?

Well you give us Thursday.

---

**Theta Xi Rush Smoker**

**for all interested men**

**TONIGHT**

7 p.m.

214 Charles

Behind the Lucan

---

**Charity Change**

**Let Those Mothers March, Congress**

The March of Dimes is currently obscuring its annual campaign for funds to provide care and research for infantile paralysis victims.

The polio drive doesn't come under campus Chest, the student organization which conducts a drive twice a year on behalf of seven student charities and the Lansing Community Chest.

The March of Dimes is a worthy cause.

But the united drive, the Campus Chest, operates under a worthy principle which cuts both overhead costs and the number of appeal for funds.

And because the national organization offers to participate in Campus Chest and other united fund drives, local March of Dimes officials have asked permission to solicit in the married housing area Thursday night.

What does the Congressmen think?

Should they be able to promote the drive in the married housing area?

There is no question that the united drive principle and support the non-improving Campus Chest set up.

And it's probably about the only way to do the job as efficient as the other one, possibly more than just one united fund drive housed by the same unit.

The bill would allow campus housing governing bodies, like the Marines' March of Dimes, Spartan Village Council or the dormitory council, to request approval of additional charity solicitations in their living units.

The new bill still provides for discussion and action on the matter at the next board meeting.

A request for the special appeal must be for the extra appeal—which probably couldn't be enforced.

Approval of the bill tonight would mean congressional solicitation for the March of Dimes for Polio, which is scheduled for Thursday in the Spartan housing area.

Spartan Village Council has already reversed a previous decision and said the mothers should be allowed to solicit funds to fight polio.

And Student Congress should take similar action.

---

**Night Staff**

*Fly to Bermuda*

Hernando Cohen, 21-year-old student, and John Smith, 22-year-old student, are preparing now for the journey to Bermuda. The two students plan to fly into Bermuda and return to Detroit by bus.

Hernando Cohen is planning to stay for a few days and then return to Detroit by bus.

John Smith is planning to stay for a few days and then return to Detroit by bus.

**WALLACE Opticians**

Eyes Examined . Complete Optical Manufacturing

Two Doctors of Optometry

* East Lansing Office
  * Dr. J. E. Nixon
  * East Lansing Office
  * Phone: 3-3117
  * Lansing Office
  * Dr. R. C. Jones
  * Lansing Office
  * Phone: 3-3117

Stop in or phone for eye examination appointment

United Payments Available

---
Unknows No Mystery
As Terps Win, 52-27

Wildcats Continue To Top Poll
San Francisco Jumps to 2nd

Mural Hi-Lights
A treasure all football players, TCWC has one being taken down at this time. All practice must be completed with the 8th order on Friday.

There will be for 1st basketball tryout tomorrow. The team will be composed of the best players on the team. All practices must be completed with the 8th order on Friday.

Snorlax...Go Green, Go White

DumbIN-Crazy Cage Race
By DON SHELDON
The Warhawks have a better record than the Terps this year. They have a better defense and a better record. The Terps have been playing well, but they have not been able to put together a solid defense. The Warhawks have been able to put together a solid defense. The Terps have been playing well, but they have not been able to put together a solid defense. The Warhawks have been able to put together a solid defense.